
The Oharge ff»' InsertitJn under this head is One Dollar 

a lineff»' «JCk insertibn. q the Not� exceeds foo:r 
lines, One Dollar and a Half per line will be charged. 

Metallic Letters and Figures to put on patterns cf 
castings, all sizes. H. W. Knight. Seneca Falls, N. Y. 

How to make Violins-Write J.Ranger,Syracuse,N.Y. 
Blake's Belt Studs.-The best and cheapest fastening 

tor Rubber or Leather Belts. Greene, Tweed & Co., 18 
Park place, N. Y. 

All kinds of new Lift and Force Pumps for all pur
poses. at half price, or trade for 1Jrearms or tools. W. P. 
Hopkins, Lawrence, Mass . 

Steam Yacht for sale. 31 feet long, 6� beam ; new. 
John Howard, No. 1720 Rlttlnhouse st., Philadelphia. 

Mothers make selections for themselves uptown, but 
they always go to Baldwin the Clothier In New York and 
Brooklyn for boys' outfits. 

Wanted-The Agency of small article of merit or nov
elty for the Hardware or House furnishing lines. W.M. 
Ernst &; Co., 26 CM street, New York. 

Thermometers and Hydrometers for scientific and 
other purposes. Goldbacher,9S Fulton street, N. Y. 

For Sale.-One 3 ft. Planer, $195 ; one 8 ft .• do., $350; 
one 26" Lathe, '295: one 22" do., t175; one 15" do .• '120. 
A t Shearman's, 182 North 3d street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Jeitutifie jtutriellU. 
large mass of information which these correspondence (10) R. B. G. asks: If a horse be pulling I end of his pump partially open; and if that remedies 
columns present. The large number of questions sent- at the end of a lever and traveling 3 miles an hour, how I 

�he ?iJllculty, he might inse;t a small check valv� open
they pour in upon us from all parts of the world-ren- many Ibs. pressure against his collar must he exert, to lIng Inward to prevent t�e d�harge. of water dunng the 
ders it impossible for us to publish all The editor selects raise 33.000 Ibs. 1 foot per minute? A. The force ex. ,out·stroke. If W. G. tnes thIS, I WISh that he would let 
from the mass those that he thinks most likely to be of erted by the animal will depend upon the length of the us know the result throllll:h the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 
general interest to the readers of the SCIENTIFIC AMEru- lever, which should be given. (21) G. H. says: Please decide the follow-CAN. These, with the replies, are printed; the remain-

d A h t • f d (11) C. H. McK. asks: Woul a pump so ing: . cla�s t  a a team 0 .horses can raw a greater der go into the waste basket. Many of the rejected 
constructed as to create an incessant suction draw wa- ,load when hItched close to It than when hitched at a questions are of a primitive or personal nature, which 

' ter an indefinite distance 0-_ how far would it draw ity distancc of 10 or 20 feet . B. claims that, everything should be answered by mail; in fact, hundreds of cor- , 
1 d' d respondents desire a special reply by post, but very few A. Such a pump would raise water no higher than any else being equa , Istance makes no i1l'erence, and that 

of them are thoughtful enough to inclose so much as a other that was equally tight. the team could pull as many Ibs. at a distance of 20 feet 
. . as it could at ten or less. Which is righty A. We in-postage stamp. We could in many cases send a brief (12) J. W. says: I Wish to get some bOilers, cline to B.'s opinion. rcply by mail if the writer were to inclose a small fee, a made about 12 inches in diameter and 13 in�hes deep. I Please tell me the relativc power of conducting elecdollar or more, according to the nature or importance of I want them to stand a pressure correspondmg to 400" tricity of the principal metals. A. According to the case. When we cannot furnish thc information, the Faho• Do you think it would be safe to have them made Matthiessen, the electrical conductivity of the principal money is promptly returned to the sender. of cast iron? A.We think it will be better to use wrought metals, under similar conditions, is as follows: 

J. P. D. will find directions for colored iron. Make the shell about ,. of an inch thick. Silver ......... . .. 100'0 Platinum ... .. ... 18'0 
whitewash on pp. 235. 236, vol. 36.-A. M. will find di- (13) J. R S. says, in reply to E. W. P., g�rKer.:::.::: .. . : gg:� �n

::::::::::::.: ��'.� rections for electroplating on p. 59� vol. 36.-H. P. can who says that he has an artesian well which does not Aluminic.m ...... 00'0 Lead............ 8'3 recover silver from photographers' waste by the process I fiow; but from which he pumps by inserting a pipe Sodium . . . . . . . . . 37'4 German .ilver .. _ . 7'7 
detailed on p. 250, vol. 27.-A. W. A. 's difficulty as to 64 'inside the well tubing, and asks: " If  we attach the �ldc .;... .... .... �� ������y ........ fg and 65 squares in the puzzle can be solved by an inspec· pump to the well tubing directly, allowing no air to en- p��h,�·.::":.:: 20'8 Bism�th:::::·.::·: 1'2 tion of the diagrams on p. 323, No. 21, SCIENTIFIC AMER- ter the tube, would it not be like trying to pump water 
ICAN SUl'PLElIlENT.-I. A. will find a description of a from an airtight barreH" If such were the case, the (22) S. R. S. asks: How can lime, or rather 
magneto-electric machine on p. 195, vol. 34. A clock drive well would be a miserable failure; for in all drive phosphate of lime, be precipitated from cod liver oil, 
thus would gofor 12 hours, and wind itself at the same wells the pump is attached directly to the tube. I would which is perfectly clear and said to contain 2 per cent 
time for 12 hours more, if such a machine could exist, advise E.W.P. to attach his pump to the well tube direct, of the phosphate? A. This can only be done by first 
would be a perpetual motion. As to tempering small and he will gain three times the amount of water that destroying the organic matter of the oil, and then exInventors.-Send 10 cents for the" Journal of Invl\n- drills, see p. 186, vol. 26.-R. B. can prevent rnst on he now gets. By having his pump attached to the well amining the residue for the phosphates "ith the usual tlon," 4 months. 51 Park Row, N. Y. Room 2. iron or steel by the means described on p. 26, vol 25. tube directly, theworking of the pump creates a vacu- reagents-magnesia solution, barium chloride, nitrate 

Reliable Oak Leather and Rubber Belting. A spe- For a recipe for a depilatory, see p. 186, vol. 34.-A. T. um, and the atmospheric pressure on the earth's surface of silver, ammonium molyMate, etc. With so small a 
clalty of Belting for high speed and hard work. Charles R. is informed th"tthe hydrocarbon engine is reversible. violently forces the liqnid to till the vacuum thus percentage of the phosphates, it will be necessary for 
W. Arny. Manufacturer, P·hlla., Pa. Send for price lists. -T. W. will find directions for making sand belts on p. formed, thereby giving a much greater amount of water you to work with concentrated solutions, and slowly. 

Shaw's Noise-Quieting Nozzles for Escape Pipes of 235, vol. 36.-M, G. should address a manufacturer of than can be otherwise obtained. It is a well established The oil may be oxidized by treating it on the waterbath 
Locomotives. Steamboats, et" QUiets all the noise of oxygen cylinders.-J. S. C� who inquires as to a water fact that more water can be obtained by the drive well with hot hydrochloric acid, with some chlorate of pothigh pressure escaping steam without any detriment fountain, sizes of pipes, etc., should send us a sketch than by any other. A. In our answer to E. W. P., it ash, added in small quantities at a time. Then evapowhatever. T. Shaw, 915 Ridge Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. with dimensions.-O. L. is informed that the proper way will be evident, we think, to most of our readers, tha! rate down nearly to dryness, and treat with a little 

For 13, 15, 16, and 18 in. Swing Screw-Cutting Engine to ascertain the relative strengths of corrugated and we only referred to the case in which the well had no strong nitric and a few drops of sulphuric acid. This 
Lathes. address Star Tool Company, Providence. R. I. plain sheet metal is by experiment.-G. H. B. will find connection with the atmosphere, when the pipe was will take some time if properly done. 

John T. Noye & Son, B,,[falo, N. Y., are Manufactur- directions for making colored printing inks on p. 90, tightly fitted. It appears, however, that it might have (23) J. H. S. says, in answer to J. H. B. 's ers of Burr Mill Stones and Flour Mill MaChinery of all vol. 36.-P. M. will find on p. 250, vol 36, directions for been better to have stated this more definitely, and we query as to a parrot pulling out his feather.: 'fake kinds. and dealers In Dufour & Co. 's Bolting Cloth. making a polishing starch.-C . H. B. can braze the ends gladly embrace the opportunity afforded by the inter- a knife and scrape the inside edge of the bill, and the Send for large Illustrated catalogue. of his brass plate to make a cylinder of it. See p. 219, esting letters of our correspondents. We would be glad feathers will slip from the bill without coming out. Removal.-Fitch & Meserole, Manufacturers of Elec- vol. 36.- W. H. C. is informed that his method of fiuting to receive from J. R. S. some experimental data in This is done for feather-eating hens; no doubt it will trlcal Apparatus. and Bradley's Patent Naked Wire He- reamers is not new.-C. C. G. will find his method of proof of his as.ertlon as to the great gain from a tight answer for a parrot as well lIces, have removed to 40 Cortlandt St .• N. Y. Experl- raising coal or other weights impracticable.-E. S. G. connection. This also answers J. T. G. and W. H. F. mental work. had better test so simple an experiment and satisfy him- (14) H. H. S. says: 1.  Given, a boat with a (24) S. R. S. says: I have some dentists' 
Power & Foot Presses,Ferracute Co., Bridgeton, N. J. self.- W. H. C. is informed that the most satisfactory pellet gold. I alloyed it with brass and silver. I melted 
For Best Presses, Dics, and Fruit Can Tools, Bliss & 

Williams, cor. of Plymouth and Jay Sts., Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Lead Pipe, Sheet Lead. Bar Lead, and Gas Pipe. Send 

for prices. Bailey, Farrell & Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Hydraulic Presses and Jacks, new and second hand. 

Lathes and Machinery for Polishing and Buffing metals. 
E.Lyon & Co., 470 Grand St., N. Y. 

Solid Emery Vulcanite Wheels -The Solid Original 
Emery Wheel - other kinds Imitations and Inferior. 
Cautlon.-Our name Is stamped In full on all our best 
Standard Belting, Packing, and Hose. Buy that only. 
The best Is the cheapest. New York Belting and Pack
Ing Company, 31 and 38 Park Row, N. Y. 

Steel Castings from one Ib� to five thousand Ibs. In
valuable tor strength and durability. Circulars free. 
Pittsburgh Steel Casting Co •• Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Leather and Rubber Belting, Packing, Hose, and Man
ufacturers'Supplies. Send for list. Greene, Tweed & 
Co., 18 Park place, N. Y. 

For Solid Wrought Iron Beams, etc., Bee advertise
ment. Address Union Iron Mills, Pittsburgh, Pa., for 
lIthol{raph, etc. 

Blank Book Back-Shaping Machlne. Dlustrated cir
cular free. Frank Thomas & Co., Home St., CinCinnati, O. 

Hand Fire Engines, Lift and Force Pumps for fire 
and all other purposes. AddreBB Rumsey & Co., Seneca 
Falls, N. Y., U. S. A. 

Help forthe weak, nervous, and debilitated. Chronic 
and painful diseases cured without medicine. Pulver. 
macher's Elec�rlc Belts are the desideratum. Book, with 
full particulars, mailed free. Address Pulvermacher 
Galvanic Co., 282 Vine St .• CinCinnati, Ohio. 

Silver Solder and small Tubing. John Holland, Cin
cinnati, Manufacturer of Gold Pens and Pencil Cases. 

Patent Scroll and Band Saws. Best and cheapest in 
use. Cordesman, Egan & Co., CinCinnati, O .  

Mill Stone Dressing Diamonds. Simple, effective, and 
durable. J. Dickinson. 64 Nassau St., N. Y .  

Best Glass Oilers. Cody & Ruthven, Cincinnati, O. 
For Boult's Paneling, Moulding, and Dovetailing Ma

chine. and other wood·worklng machinery, address B.C. 
Machinery Co., Battle Creek, Mich. 

Chester Steel Castings Co. make castings for heavy 
gearing. and Hydraulic Cylinders where great strength 
Is required. See their advertisement, page SO. 

Reliable information given on all subjects relating to 
Mechanics. Hydraulics, PneumatiCS, Steam Engines, and 
Boilers, by A. F. Nagle. M.E., Providence. R. I. 

plan would be to get his tools nickel-plated. 35 feet keel, of 6 feet beam, with fine lines; also a two- it several times, but it was so very brittle that I could cylinder engine, each cylinder 4 x 5 inches; and a wheel not work it. I then added a "01 L gold coin, and fused, (1) J. H. N., of Christ Church, New Zea- 28' h . d' t d f 3'L feet p' tch Will a n.. """'" mc es m lame er an 0 ,." I . n u" all together, bul it was as brittle as before. I thenfused land, asks: Is the stearin from which thc olein has been right boiler, with 135 square feet heating surface. and 4 it and dropped in lumps of pure saltpeter, but it is still extracted by Dr. Mott's process fit to be made at once square feet grate surface, be sufficient to run the engine as brittle as before. I fused the gold on a lump of into good stearin candles, without any further treat- at 250 or 300 revolutions per minute with 100 Ibs. steam? charcoal with an alcohol blowpipe. Please tell me how mentY A. Yes. A. With good coal and a forced draft, the boiler may be to work it. A. You fail to state the proportions of your 
(2) B. B. says: I wish to express the large enough. 2. What will be the probable speed of alloy. There may be an excess of zinc and copper, or 

strongest coloring matter from certain herbs, sage boat? A. In smooth water, 7 to 8 miles an hour. the fusion may not have been complete. Place it, to
leaves, for instance. How can it best be done cheaply (15) F. A. asks: What would be a safe out- gether with several small pieces of rosin and a little 
and quickly? Evaporation during several days, after side pressure for a cylinder of wrought iron, � inch borax or carbonate of soda, in a small blacklead cm
boiling and simmering, has the effect; but it is inconve- thick and 4 feet in diameter, and 8 feet long? A. Ac- cible, and heat to very bright redness over a good fire. 
niently slow. The color produced is a medium brown. cording to tables given in Wilson's" Treatise on Steam If this does not obviate the diJllculty, fuse the alloy 
A. Dry the leaves, etc" thoroughly, and grind to a fine Boilers," the working pressure for such a tube would be with about three times its weight of nitrate of potassa 
powder. Digest this for several days in enough warm about 65 lbs. per square inch. (saltpeter), and treat the mass when cold with dilute sul. 
water to thoroughly moisten it throughout. Then add (16) F. M. M. asks: 1. How large must an i phulic acid. Pour off the . acid solution and �use �e 
enough wood naphtha to make a sti1l' paste, and after engine be to mn a boat 12� feet wide 75 feet long alloy, �gether with any SlIver sulph�te adhe� to .'t 
standing an hour transfer to a fine linen bag and express . ' . ' and a lIttle carbonate of soda. Any SlIver contamed m 
the thick liquid in a screw press. 2. Is there anything draWl�g 4 feet of water, at the rate ?f 30 mIles per hour, the acid solution may be recovered by adding a little on a river or bay where the surface IS smooth? A. We ' . . . that will set the color? A. Try a strong hot solution of h d bt t h th th d't' Id salt or muriatIc aCId, and fusmg the precipitated chlor-
alum. ave some ou s as 0 w e er ese con I IOns cou ide of silver with carbonate of soda. be ful1!l1cd. 2. Do steamboats on the ocean use salt (3) H. K. F. M. says: I have a box made of water in their boilers for steam, or do they carry fresh (25) N. S. asks: 1. Can water be decoro-Bohemian crystal. The cover, which was held to the water? A. They ordinarily have surface condensers, posed into its constituents (oxygen and hydrogen) with box by a brass frame, has come apart from its frame. It so that thc water of condensation is returned to the any considerable rapidity, and in large quantities, by seemed to have been cemented by a hard substance re- boilers. elcctricity? A. Yes; providing a large magneto-electric sembling plaster of Paris. How can I make itY A. (17) E. S. N. says: Please give your ideas machine be used. 2. What is the best and cheapest Boil 3 parts powdered rosin for some time with 1 part of . method of generating bydrogen in largc quantities? A. caustic soda and 5 parts of water', then stir into the as to how much water an engine 18 inches m diameter by 

22· h t k . t 145 I t' . te The action of iron or zinc scraps on diluted oil of vitriol soap formed one half its weight of plaster of Paris, mc es s ro e, mnllIng a revo u Ions per mmu , 
t 80 Ib t tti' ff at about 18 ' hes will re is among the best. A considerable volume of pure hy_ 

and use immooiately. . a s. s eam, cu ng 0 mc , -
quire. We furnished an injector for one of the above dragen mayalso be obtained with facility by passing 

(4) F. N. Y. asks: Would a canvas bag, dimensions, capable of throwing 900 gallons per hour. superheated steam through a large iron tube 1llled with 
coated with a varnish made of india mbber dissolved It was found to be insufficient, and I went to the mill to scrap iron heated to bright redness. 
in naphtha, be suitable to hold oxygen gas1 A. Yes; discover the cause, if possible. The mannfacturers of (26) G. S. D. W. asks: Is there any procesB but bags made of double pieces of cloth, cemented to- t�e injector thought it ou�ht to be large enough, and so 

I 
by which an engraving can be transferred either to gether with the varnish, are bettcr. dId we. I found everythmg set up properly, and the stone or wood, where the printing ink can be made to 

(5) J. A. B. asks: Is there any difference piston and valve were evidently in good order. I finally show up as black as in the original after the tran"fer 
between electricity and magnetism? A. Electricity and measured the capacity of the tank which supplied the has been made? A. We know of no satisfactory meth
magnetism are supposed to be manifestations of the injector, and fou.nd that it drew 960 .gallons per hour. od whereby this may be accomplished directly. By 
same force whose actions are produced at right angles A. We do n�t thmk the da� are suffiCIent for an accu- means of the chromate of gelatin photographic process, 
to each other; the action which occurs in the line of po- rate calculatIOn. It is poSSIble, however, that some of such transfers may be made without great difficulty. 
larization being called electricity, and the one at right our readers have made experiments en similar engines, 
angles to this line, magnetism. There is an important and can give some useful Information. 
difference between them, however, as electricity is es- (18) T. W. asks: What size of breast water 
sentially a dynamic force, while magnetism is purely wheel, with a fall of � feet water, would It require to 
static. produce the same power as an overshot wheel of 4 feet 

1. Is not the idea of the world moving around the snn diameter, 18 inches face, with a fall of 5 fcet water? A. 
in an elliptic form absurd? A. No.2. My idea is that If the breast wheel gave the same efficiency as the other, 
the north star is the center of the universe, or in fact it would require a face about 2Y. times as wide. 
is thc magnet that all the suns or fixed stars move (19) A. K. says: A. asserts that if a small 

���:�h�d�!��:�::�::��: �!n:h�s��: �:!: :;��� ::: t�:::;Z�::::���i�;o
b�A�::n��z:n.v��� :�!� 

(27) F. M. M. asks: 1. If a steamboat 100 
feet long, of 5 feet beam and 4 feet draught, be pro
vided with one set of common side paddle wheels, and 
power enough to ron it at the rate of 10 knots per hour, 
would two sets of side wheels, with the power doubled 
and the revolutions of the wheels doubled, double the 
speed of the boat? A. No.2. If we take the same 
boat, sidc wheels, and power, for ronning 10 knots per 
hour, and arrange for the side wheels to feather their 
paddles, what effect would it have on the speed of the 
boat? A. You might obtain from 10 to 15  per cent more 
of the power of the engine in useful effect. change of seasons, or, in other words, the angle of light. are first 1llled with water, and then steam is raiaed, that A. There is nothing whatever to support the idea. But the water will not remain the same, that the pressure a supposed center of the universe has really been des- will be greater in the larger boiler, and consequently It has been our custom for thirty years past to devote ignated by some astronomers. will force the water into the smaller one. B. says that a considerable space to the answering of questions by (6) P. S. asks: How much copper wire the waterwill always remain the same as long as the correspondents; so useful have these labors proved that does it require to construct an electro-magnet that will boilers are connected; that the pressure on the water the SCIEN'rD'IcAMERICANoffice has become the factotum, uphold 100 Ibs., and what size of wire should be used? will be thc same in both boilers, and therefore the water or headquarters. to which everybody sends, who wants A. Probably 500 or 600 feet of No. 14 copper wire would will always assume thc same level in each. Which is special information upon any particular subject. So large be sufficient with 3 or 4 very large size Grove cells and right? A. The pressures sometimes vary in two boilers 

(28) W. J. T. asks: 1. What is the best dark 
color to paint a laboratory, and what kind of paint 
must I use? A. One of the best for this purpose is 
shellac in alcohol, colored to suit with Vandyke or Span
ish brown, etc. 2. I wish to varnish my benches. What 
varnish would you recommend? A. Shellac is com
monly used, but copal givcs good results, also Bmns
wick black in oil. is the number of our correspondents, so wide the range d h Id b t . h of their inquiries, so desirous are we to meet their wants cores about 6 inches long and 1 inch in diameter. connected in this way; an they s ou e se m suc a 

H S B W f 11 b 16 f t way that the watcr cannot be forced from one into the and supply correct infonnation, that we are obliged to (7) . . . says: ater a s a out ee 
employ the constant assistance of a considerahle staff of per second. My overshot water wheel moves about 4 other under any circumstances. 
experienced writers, who have the requisite knowledge, feet per second. Do I in that way lose that percentage (20) J. T. G. says: I notice your reply to 
or access to the latest and best sources of information. I of the actual power of the water? A. Not necessa- W. G. in regard to pounding of a steam pump, in which 
For example, questions relating to steam engines, boil- rily. you recommend the use of a larger air vessel. I think 
ers,hoats, locomotives, railways, etc., are oonaidered and (8) C. N. B. asks: Can a steam engine be that W. G. can remedy the diJllculty by allowing a 
answered by a professional engineer of distinguished worked with compressed air the same as with steam? A. small quantity of air to enter the pump cylinder at each 
ability and extensive practical experience. Inqniries Generally speaking, it can; but not in every respect. stroke, which can be done without sensibly diminishing 
relating to electricity are answered by one of the most the amount of water delivered, provided the lift is not 
able and prominentpractical electricians in this country. (9) J. Y. says: If all the measures of length, so high as to nearly equal the capacity of the pump. 
Astronomical queries by a practical astronomer. Chemi- surface, and capacity in the world, and all the weights That would keep the maximum quantity of air in the 
cal inquiries by one of our most eminent and experi-

I 
were 10

.

St, by what means could new ones be made cor- air vessel, and I think that the air in the discharge pipe 
enced professors of chemistry; and so on through all responding exactly with those we now have? A. It would have the effect of converting a comparatively 
the various departments. In this way we are enabled would be impossible, as all the measures in use refer to rigid column into an elastic one. W. G. can easily try 
to answer the thousands of questions an4 furnish the certain arbitrary standards. the experiment by running with the drain cocks at the 
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Of what should awaste water pipe be made, so as to 
resist acids1 A. Make it of lead or block tin. 

Can you recommend an elementary work on electric 
hatteries? A. Sprague's .. Electricity: its Theory, 
Sources, and Applications," is one of the best. 

(29) T. P. H. asks: Can I take a wax im
pression off type and then electrotype It with a battery? 
A. Yes. This is the common method of making elec
trotypes for printing from. 

(30) C. M. asks: What are the locations of 
the various branch mints of the United States? A. A 
recent authority gives them as Philadelphia, Pa., San 
Francisco, Cal., Carson City, Nev., and Denver, Col. 
Assay offices are situated at New York city, Charlotte, 
N. C., and Boiae City, Idaho. 
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